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If you have a DVD disc in your drive, you'll find Magix Movie Edit's disc burning feature doesn't support titles created with IMDB, those great free DVD titles created with DVD authoring software. Movie Edit doesn't offer a video stabilizer or a 3D feature, and it lacks the smoothing and rendering power of
Corel's program. But if you need something simple, fast, and free, the program is well-suited to the task. And of course, Magix has just about every feature in VideoStudio Ultimate. Movie Edit is a strong candidate for the Editors' Choice award, thanks to a simple, easy-to-use interface that offers far more
power than you'll need for most projects. While it lacks features and power that the above programs offer, the free version is all you need for many simple, home-oriented projects. VideoStudio Ultimate also supports video masking, which provides a versatile way to mask out unwanted content, similar to

the way cutout masks work in PowerPoint. This handy tool becomes especially valuable when you plan to export video to Facebook or YouTube; you can cover unwanted content with a watermark or other effect that will show up when your video is posted on the social network. To create a mask from
video content, you need to trace the area you want to mask. This can be a trouble-free process with the tool's free polygon shape selection, and it lets you scale the mask to the size of your video. You can also specify a position (in any frame); repeat the effect; or place the mask over a selected area of
the timeline. The VideoStudio brush is basically a clip in which you can load any preset effect, but it's limited to a rectangular shape. We found the tool to be pretty versatile as a clip effect. You can choose from presets like Cineon, FCP, FotoKem, ProRes, or Sony; adjust the size, blur and various other

settings; and save the effect as a clip in your library.
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The first four hours after signing up for an Ultimate account include free templates. From there, you can subscribe to the Editor's Choice monthly trial for $4.99 a month, the Monthly Upgrade for $9.99 a month, or the Premium Upgrade for $14.99 a month. The last two options include 15 or 30 days of free templates,
respectively. I elected to get the $14.99 Premium Upgrade for 30 days of free templates, which came with four workflows, five transitions, and five overlays, all conveniently organized by category. I also got the Vero plug-in for free. If Avidemux runs too slowly, let me suggest installing SmartVideoLite; an app from
Apple that lets you streamline VideoStudio's timeline, trim clips, and add filters and transitions. And if you have a PC that can push 4K media, you can get the Premiere Pro CC plug-in at $59.99 a year; it comes with 4K support. In my test, the SmartVideoLite plug-in did a decent job of speeding up VideoStudio. But it

still lagged considerably behind Avidemux in speed and framerate. The step-up to the main VideoStudio's timeline was instantaneous, and the timeline was responsive. But playback and keyframe insertion were slow as molasses. Even more egregiously, the clip navigations are based on the same point-and-click
interface used in Avidemux. I quickly got frustrated. I'd been forewarned that the UI is built around using the step feature, which moves a clip to frame 101, 102, 103, etc., but to move it into a different section of the timeline, you have to move it in tiny one-frame steps. Rather than typing in coordinates, you simply

tap on the clip with the cross-hair, and the step feature moves the clip a single frame. What makes this such a tedious process is the fact that the cross-hair is barely visible; you have to very carefully click next to the draggable objects, hoping that you didn't miss an object. 5ec8ef588b
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